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Abstract - Punching Machine is one of the principal machines in paper cutting industry & sheet metal industry. It is mainly used as the name indicates to cut strips. So we are going to make a machine for “PUNCHING INDUSTRIES” and make it multipurpose & should be used to cut the cardboard, asbestos sheets, papers, foam, thin plastic sheets. The machine is simple to maintain, easy to operate. Hence we tried our hands on “automatic punching machine.” Automatic punching machine is working on the principle of electromagnetic. This type of punching machine is used to punch basically cardboard, asbestos, sheets, papers, foam, and thin plastic sheets. Punching is depend on feed rate which done manually. The Greatest challenge faced by an engineer is to overcome the energy wasted due to friction in any mechanical process. In a conventional punching process, mechanical or hydraulic force is used to operate the punch which involves large amount of metal to metal contact in the drive system components, as well as inaccuracy in the control of the punching forces at the micro level. This paper introduces the basic construction of an electromagnetic assisted punching machine to carry out the punching operation. After successful fabrication, the set up was tested and the punching force produced was validated.
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1. INTRODUCTION


Fig -1: Punching Process

Punching Machines Are Classified According To The Following:-

1) Pneumatically Operated
2) Hydraulically Operated
3) Rack And Pinion Operated
4) Spring Operated
1.1 Objective

☐ To Reduce The Man Power.

☐ To Maintain The Accuracy.

☐ To Develop Automation Unit For The Punching So That Machine Can Easily Be Adopted In Todays Automated Plants.

☐ This Type Of Machine Provides Work Practically At Low Cost, Low Maintainance, Low Capital Investment In Less Space.

☐ To Perform The Most Rigid Operation With High Speed.

1.2 Problem Statement

The Statement Of Project Is “Design Of Electromagnetic Punching Machine” For The Punching Of Different Sizes Of Gaskets & Card Board As Per Requirements For Industry. The Punching Is The Major Operation Performed In Industry, And To Perform This Operation In Mass Number The Man Power Is Require Which Results In To High Cost Of Production, More Time Require To Complete The Operation, Affect The Accuracy Of Product So For Automation In System We Are Trying To Do A Work On New System In Punching.

2. Methodology


![Flow of the system](image)

Fig 1: Flow of the system


2.1 Construction And Working:


230 Volt Supply Which When Get „On” The Power Is Supply

To The Electromagnet And The Magnetic Field Is Get Generated Due To This Magnetic Field The Mild Steel Plate On The Electromagnet Is Get Attracted Towards The Electromagnet And At The Same Time The Push Rod Is Also Get In Downward Direction Which Creates The Punch On Material When The Electric Supply Is Cut Off, The Magnetic Field Stop To Exist And After The Electromagnet Loses Its Magnetization, The Spring Retracts, Moving The Punching Tool Away From The Work Piece And The Cycle Is Complete.

2.2 Mechanical Design

In Mechanical Design The Components Are Listed Down And Stored On The Basis Of Their Procurement, Design In Two Categories Namely.

1. Designed Parts
2. Parts To Be Purchased

Mechanical Design Phase is very Important from the view of designer as whole success of project depends on the correct design analysis of The problem.. He Should Identify All Internal And External Forces Acting On Machine Parts.

These Forces May Be Classified As,
A) Dead Weight Forces

B) Friction Forces

C) Inertia Forces

D) Centrifugal Forces

E) Forces Generated During Power Transmission Etc.

Designer should estimate these forces very accurately by using design equations. If he does not have sufficient information to estimate them, he should make certain practical assumptions based on similar conditions—which will almost satisfy the functional needs. Assumptions must always be on the safer side. Selection of factors of safety to find working or design stress is another important step in design of working dimensions of machine elements. The correction in the theoretical stress values are to be made according to the kind of loads, shape of parts & service requirements. Selection of material should be made according to the condition of loading, shapes of products, environment conditions & desirable properties of material. Provision should be made to minimize nearly adopting proper lubrications method.

2.3 Application

- Punching of foam for packaging accessories.
- Punching card board from 1mm to 5mm.
- It can be used to punching the asbestos sheet for gasket sheet.
- It is used to punching a plastic sheets and paper.

3. Future Scope

1. The flux of electromagnet can be increased by increasing the size of the same and by increasing the coil turns. So this modification enables this machine to punch much thicker materials.

2. By changing design of parts and by using higher capacity electromagnet we can use this machine for cutting harder materials.

3. This machine may form simple solution for punching in the future.

4. This machine also can be controlled by computer programs.

4. CONCLUSIONS

While concluding this report, we feel quite fulfill in having completed the project assignment well on time, we had enormous practical experience on fulfillment of the manufacturing schedules of the working project model. We are therefore, happy to state that the in calculation of mechanical aptitude proved to be a very useful purpose. Although the design criterions imposed challenging problems which, however were overcome by us due to availability of good reference books. The selection of choice raw materials helped us in machining of the various components to very close tolerance and thereby minimizing the level of wear and tear. Needless to emphasis here that we had lift no stone unturned in our potential efforts during machining, fabrication and assembly work of the project model to our entire satisfaction.
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